The commercial metaphor for the inspired Soul in medieval Konya is striking and suggestive. Yavuz (2003: 142ff.) argues that Sufi teaching, such as that of the influential Nakşibendi Gümüşhanevi order, can act as a functional equivalent of the Protestant ethic igniting the capitalist spirit (Yavuz 2003: 142ff.) , so it may make sense to search for a functional equivalent to the Romantic ethic that ignited consumerism. The available space does not afford a full elaboration -and neither does the existing research. I am therefore offering the following as a slightly adventurous hypothesis to inform further enquiry.
Let me begin with a very short outline of Campbell's (1987) argument regarding the Romantic legacy of consumerism. Campbell proposes and convincingly argues that the roots of modern consumerist mentalities lie in the Romantic movements of the 18 th and 19 th centuries, which yielded an innovative type of pleasure-seeking which he termed 'autonomous imaginative hedonism'. In contrast to the traditional hedonist who goes after sensual pleasures, direct stimuli, the autonomous imaginative hedonist gains pleasure from inducing emotionally charged states of minds. The traditional hedonist is a glutton -the imaginative hedonist reads novels. The scope for pleasure and fulfilment is greater in the latter as the imagination, unlike the stomach, is without limits. But the scope for frustration is also greater because the anticipated pleasures associated with consumer goods are always greater than what those commodities can deliver -so there is an inbuilt constant longing which, in true Romantic fashion, itself becomes an object of desire. Campbell (2003) argues that this sort of mentality is then furthered and selected in a secularised form 1 just as the secularised Protestant work ethic (Weber, 1992) is favoured in the capitalist labour market and business competition.
If we understand consumerism as a secularised descendant of Romanticism -i.e. if we do not see the Rolls Royce and the Rolex as ultimate consumer goods but the novel, the movie and the video game as the ultimate consumer commodities -then Sufism becomes immensely relevant as a philosophy of longing, desire and creative imagination. Longing is built into Sufi ontology, anticipating the Romantic philosophy of Fichte, Schelling and Hegel who begin with an undifferentiated principle which at once manifests itself in the dual mode of subject and object, whose interactions (in and through individual human selves) bring into being the phenomenal world and constitute all individual experience, as well as all the history of mankind. (Abrams, 1971: 91) That is -a notion that the Absolute emanates the world in an act of self-alienation for the sake of self-reflection, only then to yearn for reunion. In fact, the resulting inscription of desire into the world is even more radical in Sufism than it is in Romanticism. Rumi lets God speak to David about why he created the world:
'God said to him: O temporal man, I was a hidden treasure / I sought that that treasure of loving kindness and bounty should be revealed / I displayed a mirror -its face the heart, its back the world' (Nicholson 1952: 15) As Nicholson explains this reference to a famous hadîs 2 is at the heart of Sufi ontology. God does not create ex nihilo, but emanates the world out of a desire to see himself reflected in it.
At the heart of creation thus is longing in which 'Religiosity operates as an equalizing and homogenizing factor that dissolves individual identity within a uniform and anonymous Islamic identity. But uniformity is difficult to maintain. While religious identity enables a woman to differentiate herself from "less" religious others, it alone is not enough to create distinction among those who are similar.' (Sandıkçı/Ger 2007: 197f.) But while the influence of the inner dynamics of consumer culture are not to be dismissed, we may also be witnessing a reinvigoration of submerged aspects of Islamic spirituality through the aesthetic pursuits of fashion -the individualism of the creative imagination (also cf. Çayır, 2006) .
As incorporation of divine desire, longing and imagination, the individual human being finds themselves confined in a material world that is never big enough. There is an elective affinity between the consumer constantly yearning to expand their world through imaginative experiences epitomised by the parallel worlds of the cinematic dream and the derviş in the open desert complaining about how confined this place is (Bursalı, 2006: 244) . 4 The unhappiness with the narrow world closely matches that of the Romantics in the West. Much like many of the young men of the newly emerging middle classes in Europe in the 18 th and early 19 th century (Hobsbawm, 1996: 314f.) iconic Sufi masters like Şems-i Tebrizi have fled the existence of a school teacher or lawyer and took refuge in an artistic and spiritual existence (Tabrīzī, 2004: 17ff.) . The condition they flee is the mortal enemy of the Romantic and his heir, the consumer; it is boredom. 'God's perpetual self-disclosure to the creatures mean that creation is renewed at each instant.
Hence, no one with any understanding of the nature of the things can suffer boredom (malal) whether in this world or the next.'
The desire to escape from boredom as motivation for spiritual endeavour may appear trivial at first sight -particularly as we tend to associate it with consumerism rather than with Romanticism or even Sufism. But it may also indicate unhappiness originating from the insight that we are 'infinite in spirit and finite in action.' (Barzun, 1975: 17) It is here that Sufism feeds into the consumer imagination.
As the Romantic Ethic filtered through into popular culture in the form of novels, but also fairy tales and song texts, so Sufi motifs are omnipresent in the diverse cultures of Turkey.
Sufism-infused idioms of Islam were transmitted through 'narratives of the lives and pious
deeds of the Prophet Muhammad, biographies of Muslim holy men, poetry and love stories placed in an Islamic setting' (Mardin 1989: 5) . There is an unbroken tradition of popular Sufi inspired poetry and music, from Yunus Emre in the 13 th to Aşık Veysel Satıroğlu in the 20 th century, with lyrics of both these iconic poets being used in contemporary Turkish pop music, including the immensely popular stars Sezen Aksu and Tarkan. When expanding into countries whose religious history is as infused with Sufism as is Turkey (Yavuz 2004: 219ff.), then the secularised Romanticism that is consumerism falls onto fertile ground, accelerating the workings of the 'structural romanticism of money' (Varul 2009 ). It will find subjects used to the legitimate application of the imagination and to the idea of a virtual space beyond and in between material reality and everyday routine that is accessible through the imagination. The idea of experiences in a virtual world as offered by consumer culture is taken on readily in a cultural context that is saturated with accounts of encounters and travel in the imaginal world (âlem-i misâl), the active imagination (hayal) in an 'intermediate reality' (berzah) that is 'intrinsically ambiguous and can best defined by saying that it is neither this nor that, or both this and that.' (Chittick 1989: 117 (Gölpınarlı 1995: 10) . The idea of such transformations and flying carpets has inspired the Western Romantic imagination -to the extent that in one of the most popular science fiction novels of all time, Frank Herbert's (1966) Sufi-inspired Dune, in which space travel is driven by mystical energy depending on drug-induced ecstatic states. In a society where Islamic knowledge is not so much handed down in theological treatises but in stories, this could not fail to inspire the popular imagination in a melange of admiration and envy -best encapsulated in the folk tale of Ali Cengiz Game in which a young man is commissioned by the Sultan to find out about this game to add to the his court's entertainment. He is spirited away by a malicious derviş who uses the game -which consists in magical shape shifting -to kill his novices. The young man manages to learn the derviş's art and to outdo and kill him in a fight involving a sequence of magical transformations. On the one hand this story testifies to the suspicion that the apparent spiritual power of the Sufis evoked in the popular imagination. The derviş equipped with himmet and hence able to work transformative miracles (keramet) is dangerous. But the story also expresses the longing to possess these abilities, to be able to fly and explore. The derviş incorporates the desire to leave behind the shackles of local limitations and dependencies -and while the spiritual path is not open to all, consumer capitalism comes with the promise to enable the flight of the imagination. 7 We were dried out, but now we are replenished with water; we grew wings and became birds -We paired up and flew away, praise be to God. And plunge into a sea of dreams and alternative realities Sufi inspired culture does as soon as given the opportunity. The significance of this plunge is not just the potential for the development of consumer culture (encouraging as it may be for the marketing professional) -it is also intriguingly indicative for the imaginative energy resident within consumerism, a 8 ‫ﻣﺤﺪود‬ ‫ٲﻧﺰه‬ 9 This is not to say that Sufis reject the rituals and laws of what they see as the outward face of religion. Most would see compliance to these as first condition for entering the spiritual path. The degree of compliance at various stages of spiritual development is contested between the vast variety of Sufi orders. 10 'The truth is a sea, the Law is its ship -Many will not dive into it' [my translation MZV] This is not to suggest that in order to have consumerism you need to jump of the ship of the şeriat -as Jafari and Süerdem rightly point out, there always is a secular space in Islam, and the religious law as a set of obligations and prohibitions very clearly defines not only a realm of the sacred but by doing so also marks out a realm of the secular. However, the consumerism to emerge in such secular spaces is less Campbellian and, in the case of Saudi Arabia, very Veblenian (al-Dossry 2012) capacity that forms part of a general intellect which has not only the potential for transcending the confines of individual existence, but of capitalism itself (Varul, 2013) .
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